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Our Chairman, Dr Keith Bothongo’s, life story is a testament to 
the power of thinking bigger. Of knowing that starting small 
never means staying small. Of defining our own narrative, and 
never accepting the limitations imposed by others.

Whatever BG tackles, whether property management or 
pastries, we think bigger. We don’t just see luxury cakes. We see 
a successful chain of designer patisseries. We don’t just see a 
piece of land, we see South Africa’s premier jazz destination. 
Just as we don’t just see a nature reserve. We see the one 
place that anyone in Gauteng must visit. By thinking bigger, 
BG is able to grow businesses, people and communities. It’s a 
philosophy that has inspired the BG journey, and a philosophy 
that can inspire others too. Think bigger. That’s a challenge we 
make every day to ourselves.

Our chairman, the vision of the Bothongo Group and the 
foundations we have implemented and run, speak of true 
altruism. The forebearer of the new Bothongo CSI initiatives is 
the Keith Bothongo Foundation. Since 2011, our founder has 
been selflessly providing full bursaries to deserving students at 
prestigious universities. We have a graduate class of over twenty 
tertiary students over the past few years who have gone on 
to make meaningful contributions to society enabled by the 
generosity of the K.B Foundation. We have asked for nothing in 
return but that they inspire others and make a lasting difference. 
The Bothongo Group (Pty) Ltd is the umbrella company of 
numerous business units and subsidiaries. We are prominent 
investors in the property management, hygiene products, 
hospitality, wildlife conservancy, security, aviation, tourism & 
agriculture sectors with our own businesses.
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Welcome to the Bothongo Group. You are about to 
discover that the businesses under the Bothongo banner 
are diverse, but they all have one thing in common: we 
believe they have the potential to be truly successful. 
That’s because whatever the Bothongo Group tackles, 
we think bigger. By thinking bigger, the Bothongo Group is 
able to grow businesses, people and communities. This is a 
philosophy that has inspired our journey, and a philosophy 
that – we believe – will inspire you too, as you explore 
everything that we have to offer.

Warm regards,

Dr Keith Bothongo

A WORD FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
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THE  TEAM
DIRECTORS & EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

KHUMBULANI SIBANDA
Senior Group Operations 

& Finance Manager

TEMBELA VANTYI
Head of Property: Bothongo Group

CHARLES CELE
Senior Group Finance Manager

STEFANIE ZEEMAN
Group Financial Manager

ASHEEN DAYAL
Group Chief Marketing Offi cer

(South Africa & Global)

VHONANI TSHIFULARO
Group HR Manager

Dr Keith Bothongo: Diploma in Statistics: University of Botswana. Bachelor’s Degree in Statistics and Economics: University of Botswana. MIM: University of St Thomas, Minnesota. MBA: 
University of St Thomas, Minnesota. Real Estate: The Minnesota School of Real Estate (Appraisals). LLB Honours: University of Buckingham, UK. LLM – World Trade Specialist – obtained 
Merit: University of Buckingham, UK. Oxford Real Estate: Saïd Business School, Oxford, UK. Award of honorary doctorate to Mr Keith Bothongo by the North-West University Raman 
Lakhoo: (B.Com) (Acc): University Durban-Westville. HonsBCompt (Acc) – UNISA. CA (SA). HDipTax: University of Johannesburg. DipCorpGovernance: UNISA. DipInsolPractice (Cum 
Laude): University of Johannesburg. SAICA Member. Corlett Modise: BA Business Computing Hons: University of Sunderland. Diploma in Information Technology: Botswana Accounting 
College. Diploma in Systems Analysis: London. Asheen Dayal: B.Com – Management & Industrial Psychology (UNISA), Certifi cate – Strategic Marketing (University of Cape Town 
Graduate Business School), CM(SA) (Marketing Association of South Africa). Harry Daniels: B.Sc (Honours) Industrial Psychology (Wits). Vhonani Tshifularo: Postgraduate Diploma in 
Labour Law: University of Johannesburg. BTech Degree in Human Resources Management: Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. National Diploma in Human Resources 
Management: Port Elizabeth Technikon. SABPP Membership: Chartered HR Professional (Generalist), Ex-Offi cio Commissioner of Oaths. IPM Membership: IPM Senior Professional (IPMSP). 
Khumbulani Sibanda: Advanced Diploma in Management Accounting: CIMA, UK. Master of Commerce in Accounting: Midlands State University. (B.Com) Accounting Honours 
Degree in the Upper Second Class: University of Zimbabwe. CGMA with Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) UK. Associate Member of CIS, Zimbabwe. Stefanie 
Zeeman: (B.Com) Accounting and Honours (CTA) Degree. Charles Cele: CA (SA) BComm (Acc) Hons. Tembela Vantyi: Certifi cate in Property & Facilities Management. (B.Com).

HARRY DANIELS
Senior Group HR Manager

RAMAN LAKHOO
Group Chief Financial Offi cer

(Director)

CORLETT MODISE
Group Director
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STRATEGIC THINKING & 
TACTICAL EXECUTION

With a unique understanding 
of land developments and 
economies in both urban 
and rural areas, coupled 

with an analytical approach, 
we position businesses and 

start up companies for 
success.

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

We add value by 
consistently delivering 

quality customer service in 
competitive environments by 
supporting and encouraging 

our people
to be friendly and 

independent thinkers.

INNOVATIVE
BUSINESS CREATION

Our vast experience across 
a range of industries and 
businesses equips us to 

understand the underlying 
drivers and unique vantage 

points that not only help 
build companies from 

initiation to completion, but 
also grow businesses with 

higher potential and lower 
risks of failure.

ABOUT BOTHONGO GROUP (PTY) LTD

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS,
EVERY DAY. 

The power of bigger thinking is the bedrock 
of surpassing limitations, but it is also the 
defi ning narrative of the Bothongo Group. 
As a commercial and residential property 
development company, we are passionate 
about delivering rewarding customer experiences 
and building future growth.  

The Bothongo Group owns and operates a 
number of innovative subsidiaries in a variety of 
industries, including Property, Agriculture, Aviation, 
Hospitality and Leisure.

Focusing on business innovation, sustainability, 
community upliftment, and environmental 
protection has helped us expand and diversify on 
a global scale.
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Servicing our customers, through our dedicated and diverse staff complement also allows us to 
support more than two hundred suppliers and their businesses.

In conjunction with having spent multi six-fi gure amounts on our environmental and community 
initiatives, we assist in ensuring that transformation is truly broad-based with our rating as a 

Level 1 B-BBEE contributor as well.

Globally, we have expanded into biotechnology and while these 
investments are starting to bear fruit, going forward, they are sure to 

contribute to our diverse, growing and sustainable group.

Our Audit Partners

Notwithstanding challenging trading conditions 
in a low-growth economy, we continue to 

expand into other industries including security, 
bio-technology, other property development 

and hospitality, amongst others.

Sound fi nancial management and 
stable growth has allowed for a 
number of strategic acquisitions, 
such as the Rhino & Lion Nature 

Reserve and the Bothongo 
WonderCave, to come to fruition.

We are proud that some of our buildings are home to key government departments.

Our fi nance team ensures that we comply with relevant reporting
standards, SARS and other legal requirements.

The group is also entrenched in 
the residential property market 

and owns some prestigious 
homes in well-developed and 

serviced estates.

The Bothongo Group has its roots 
fi rmly in the property sector, owning 

no less than

190,000m2
of commercial offi ce space.

Total assets at recent evaluation 
in excess of

R3 Billion
 and annual group 

revenue approaching

R500 Million
making a signifi cant contribution 

to the fi scus.

The Bothongo Group 
consists of

30
local companies.

Which provide a source of 
income to over

400
families in the group.

FINANCIALS
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OUR PROMISE

Exceeding expectations.

OUR MISSION

We build communities, individuals and businesses one acquisition 
at a time to increase prosperity and fulfi llment of our consumer, 
customer and stakeholder promise.

OUR VISION

To be a world-class business daring to ignite the mind, inspire the 
spirit and make a genuine difference through continual business 
innovation, strategic acquisitions, sustainability, community upliftment, 
environmental protection and stakeholder returns.

OUR VALUES

Care and Protect, Integrity and Honesty, Win Responsibly, Energy 
and Enthusiasm, Family and Relationships.

OUR MISSION, VISION AND VALUES

OUR MISSION

We build communities, individuals and businesses one acquisition 
at a time to increase prosperity and fulfi llment of our consumer, 
customer and stakeholder promise.

OUR VISION

To be a world-class business daring to ignite the mind, inspire the 
spirit and make a genuine difference through continual business 
innovation, strategic acquisitions, sustainability, community upliftment, 
environmental protection and stakeholder returns.

OUR VALUES

Care and Protect, Integrity and Honesty, Win Responsibly, Energy 
and Enthusiasm, Family and Relationships.

OUR PROMISE

Exceeding expectations.
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The Bothongo Group owns and manages a broad range of quality commercial and 
investment properties with prime retail opportunities. Our residential properties offer 
unparalleled lifestyle and recreational experiences. The following additional businesses are 
companies under the BG Properties and BG Commercial umbrella: BBH Lanseria (Pty) Ltd, 
BGH Bryanston (Pty) Ltd, BGH Diaz (Pty) Ltd, BGH Ferndale (Pty) Ltd, BGH Silver Oaks (Pty) 
Ltd, Plenty Properties 170 (Pty) Ltd, Uyapo Property Holdings, Summermania Seven (Pty) Ltd, 
Superbia Four (Pty) Ltd and New Heights 326 (Pty) Ltd.

Our farm, animal and land acquisitions are done with a future view in mind of creating a 
world-class commercial farming operation. Our current mission is to increase our breeding 
herds, fruit and vegetable farms and other plantations to supply our own market demand 
initiatives for future commercial and retail projects.

For fast, effi cient and comfortable traveling across South Africa and beyond, let Bothongo 
Group Aviation take you there. Charter the Bothongo Bombardier Challenger 601 Jet 
aircraft, a private jet that also offers practicality, cost-effectiveness, and convenience from 
the Lanseria International Airport in Johannesburg.

Bothongo Group has hospitality and leisure establishments across South Africa, including 
Gauteng’s premier nature reserve, unique attractions, numerous eateries and designer 
event providers. Our outstanding destinations offer unforgettable experiences and our 
events, interiors and design business offer niche services to sophisticated markets.

Bothongo Group recognised the need to centralise key business functions for the group 
under one management company. BGM offers human capital, fi nance, operations, 
marketing and procurement support amongst others, to our other subsidiaries and business 
units.

OUR BUSINESS FOOTPRINT

BUSINESS UNITS

CANADA

UNITED STATES

UNITED KINGDOM

MAURITIUS

SEYCHELLES

AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

THAILAND

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

GERMANY

SRI LANKA

FRANCE

Bothongo Group, its subsidiaries, business units and sister companies have a global reach although our roots are based in 
Southern Africa.

Bothongo Wine Estate & Distillery is another diverse business in the group’s portfolio. This
boutique distillery farms, produces and bottles a number of famous wine varietals, our
signature blend and other fi ne spirits including gin to supply the local and international
market. The estate, situated in Gauteng, has the proud heritage of being one of the only
inland wine producers in South Africa making wines of distinction. 8



OUR BUSINESSES | SOUTH AFRICA

We are a team of property professionals specialising in both 
commercial property broking, property leasing and auction 
markets. While we also operate nationally, our main focus 
areas are the Fourways, Sandton, Randburg, Bryanston and 
inner city areas. 

Our highly specialised team has extensive experience in all 
areas pertaining to property, and our approach to property 
is what sets us apart. This is what allows us to give our best 
to every deal, turning an offi ce park into an income stream, 
and empty spaces into bustling businesses. We believe that 
property refl ects the pulse of the nation, and we are here 
to help our clients navigate that landscape. Purple Lane is 
our consumer-facing residential property company and is 
poised to compete with the likes of larger competitors with 
the relaunch of this company into the lucrative residential 
property sector.

The Bothongo Group owns and operates the South 
African distributor of InnuScience biotech cleaning 
products while also owning a majority stake of the 
worldwide business.

We specialise in research and biotechnology 
development, as well as manufacturing high-
performance professional cleaning products. By 
combining innovation, technology and effi ciency, 
we provide cleaning products that are formulated 
to be safe, economical and environmentally friendly. 
All of our products are PH neutral and surpass global 
standards for biodegradability, helping to protect the 
environment, but also helping businesses to save costs 
and increase productivity. 

 Biotechnology Cleaning Products
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OUR BUSINESSES | SOUTH AFRICA

Over the past decade, pastry chef Annica has been 
credited for revolutionising the art of designer cakes and 
pastries. Annica has created both superb and contemporary 
confections that rely on new ideas, techniques and fl avour 
combinations. Her ultimately successful and favourable 
outcome has inspired this exact Designer Patisserie shop! It 
was with this in mind that Mrs. Olga Bothongo with unwavering 
passion, impeccable taste and a love for C’est la belle vie, 
purchased the business and has now taken Annica’s to the 
next level. 

Annica’s Designer Patisserie creations demonstrate haute-
pastry skills and cleverly injected doses of creativity, capturing 
the spirit of classics and casting a contemporary light on them. 
Our unwavering commitment is to produce breathtaking 
cakes that will be remembered for years to come…

WayGard Drift Security was established in June 2020 as a joint 
venture between WayGard Security and Drift Reaction CC. 
Drift has a track record of trusted service in the Muldersdrift 
and Krugersdorp areas while Fourways is WayGard country. 
Together we have combined experience of over six decades. 
Our services include guarding, access control, armed response, 
alarm installations as well as anti-poaching units (APU), tactical 
and canine units. With over 1000 satisfi ed clients, almost 100 
permanent business sites, 250 staff and covering over 100 square 
kilometres in the North and West of Johannesburg, you can be 
confi dent that WayGard Drift Security will be your dedicated 
area specialists. Two branches of WayGard Drift Security are 
currently in operation at Plot 19, Drift Boulevard, Rietvlei in 
Muldersdrift, and 73 Nietgedacht along the R114 to service both 
the West Rand and North Rand. 

Together we protect what matters. 10



OUR BUSINESSES | SOUTH AFRICA

Olga’s Event Decor & Interior Design. When internationally 
renowned entrepreneur and business lady, Olga 
Bothongo, commits to a new venture, it is guaranteed 
to be spectacular and successful. Identifying with, and 
having a clear understanding of what is required of a host 
and to entertain, both privately and within the business 
arena, she is the prime and perfectly fi tted Managing 
Director of this establishment.

With a common understanding and passion to service 
the niche sophisticated market, Olga Bothongo 
created Olga’s Function Design and Event Décor, 
launching the business offi cially in 2013.

Bothongo Group owns a range of exciting venues. The River Cabin 
next to the Jukskei River offers a stunning setting for weddings, 
parties and events. n’Gomo lodge is a multi-faceted safari venue 
neighbouring the Bothongo Rhino & Lion Nature Reserve offering 
a range of corporate, group accommodation and team building 
options. It also forms part of the globally important paleontological 
site at Drimolen. 

Perfect for team-building, prayer meetings and conferences just 
45 minutes from Sandton, guests can enjoy starry nights by the light 
of  a roaring fi re while jackals call from the darkness. With options 
ranging from basic tents to luxury chalets, there is something 
for everyone no matter how authentic they want their bush 
experience.  

Surreal Boutique Hotel in Bryanston is currently being redeveloped, 
while La Montagne, North West of Johannesburg will be a fi ne 
dining and Afro-Jazz venue amongst various other properties 
being developed in our vast portfolio. 11



OUR BUSINESSES | SOUTH AFRICA

Situated within the Cradle of Humankind World
Heritage Site, the Bothongo Rhino & Lion Nature Reserve 
gives visitors a chance to experience wild Africa on the
doorstep of Johannesburg. The reserve houses natural
splendours like the Bothongo WonderCave, a UNESCO
world heritage site, and offers self-drive and guided
game drives, animal viewing enclosures with big game
animals and endangered species, braai and picnic
areas and seven restaurants. Exciting new attractions 
include the Little PidiPidi Playpark for children, the 
magnifi cent new visitor’s Welcome Centre and 
Shuu-lo Curio shop, the Okavango Deck, Chobe Café 
and Deck, and Angel’s Den Shebeen. The reserve also 
offers accommodation and venue hire. The Bothongo 
Rhino & Lion Nature Reserve and its associated 
attractions are a major tourist drawcard.

The vision for Bothongo Rhino & Lion Shuttle Services 
is to provide locally relevant, world-class service 
excellence with a dynamic attitude to our guests. 

Our mission is to be an industry leader, bringing 
fresh, relevant, vibrant experiences with exceptional 
customer service and uniquely tailored tours within 
the reserve that will inspire our clients to leave with 
their own stories to tell. This in-house service will cater 
for individual guests, corporate groups and other 
customers who require shuttle services to and from 
the reserve from various key pick up points around 
Johannesburg including major airport hubs. 

Asembeni, let’s go!

SHUTTLE SERVICES SHUTTLE SERVICES 
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OUR BUSINESSES | SOUTH AFRICA

Following on the launch of Healthguard 
Hygiene Ltd in the UK, we have launched 
Healthguard Hygiene SA Pty Ltd. Shield 
Guard from Healthguard Hygiene SA is a 
range of quality sanitising products co-
manufactured in Gauteng under ISO/TS 
22002 conditions. Shield Guard products are 
effective against enveloped viruses as well 
as a range of other dangerous pathogens. 
We are committed to caring and protecting 
through community wellbeing.

Scotland is the inspiration behind the name of 
Stornoway Lodge in Lanseria. Stornoway is the largest 
town in the Hebrides and was originally named by the 
Vikings who established the town in the 9th century 
AD and called it Stjórnavágr. Located next to the Blair 
Atholl Golf Estate, Stornoway Lodge is located just 5 
minutes from Lanseria International Airport on the R512. 
The lodge features 14 luxury suites, 9 of which are self-
catering, and predominantly targets business travellers. 
The prolifi c birdlife found at the lodge is refl ected in 
its emblem, a greenbacked heron. With its tranquil 
gardens and beautiful dam, Stornoway Lodge offers 
the perfect convenient country location for all travellers 
whether it’s business or just for a relaxing getaway. 

13



OUR BUSINESSES | SOUTH AFRICA

The Fat Olive is a slice of Mediterranean heaven in 
Lanseria, on route to Hartbeespoort Dam. Evoking 
the blue seas, beaches and relaxed, sun-drenched 
culture of the Mediterranean, this family-style 
restaurant is a fi rm favourite with Joburgers.  The Fat 
Olive is all about lazy Sunday afternoons, long family 
lunches fi lled with laughter and treasured recipes 
passed down through the generations. A place where 
you can connect with people you care about over 
forkfuls bursting with fl avour. We even have a beach 
where you can kick off your shoes, leave behind the 
stress of the city and get in touch with nature. Clink 
your glasses, make eye contact, and drink to life!
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Old MacDonald’s Farm is an outdoor country 
venue on The Fat Olive property in Lanseria. With a 
petting zoo filled with farm animals looking to make 
new friends, Old MacDonald’s Farm offers children 
an experience they’ll remember for the rest of 
their lives. Three picturesque venues overlooking 
sweeping green lawns offer the perfect setting for 
kids’ birthday parties, corporate events, school 
visits, family fun days, team building and even 
intimate country weddings. 

The Costa Alta Beach Bar is a popular live music 
venue on the same property as The Fat Olive and 
Stornoway Lodge. Guests can run their feet through 
real beach sand while enjoying sublime sounds, 
exotic cocktails and delicious snacks. 

OUR BUSINESSES | SOUTH AFRICA
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OUR BUSINESSES | GLOBAL

Bothongo Hygiene Solutions UK Ltd is the latest health and hygiene brand of the Bothongo Group 
in the UK. Bothongo Hygiene Solutions’ mission is to provide best in class and value-based cleaning 
products. The approach to hygiene is changing post-2020 and the company has launched over 60 
new products that are aligned to a post-Covid era. Our vision is a world where people can live with 
confi dence, knowing they are protected against pathogens by the use of our products to clean 
their environments.

The Bothongo Hygiene Solutions brand portfolio will feature a number of exciting new brands. All of 
them are value-based, quality brands that do the job well. These include:

• Anzupp, a quirky, innovative B2C hand sanitiser brand launched in 2020 (www.anzupp.com)
• Anzupp Pro, the B2B line extension of Anzupp
• Cleanzupp, an extensive range of professional janitorial and hygiene products
• Greenzupp, a range of green surface care and hygiene products
• Flamezupp, an innovative, ecofriendly fi relighter

       
InnuScience is a global brand founded in Canada in 1992. 
InnuScience uses biotechnology to develop safe, economical 
and environmentally friendly household and industrial cleaning 
products. The difference between biological cleaning products 
and the cleaning brands we’re accustomed to using is that 
biological products use natural enzymes to break down dirt and 
pathogens.

InnuScience products offer the perfect balance of effectiveness 
and environmental responsibility.

OUR GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
Canada | United States | United Kingdom | France | Germany | Scandinavia
Belgium | South Africa | New Zealand | ASEAN | Australia | United Arab Emirates
Saudi Arabia | Chile | Peru | Mexico
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OUR BUSINESSES | GLOBAL

Dr Keith Bothongo is Deo Volente Solicitors’ Chief Executive 
Officer, and is responsible for overseeing and managing the 
firm’s international development. As a successful property 
mogul, his wealth of experience in the real estate industry is 
of great benefit to the firm’s global aspirations. Deo Volente 
Solicitors aims to establish a presence in Johannesburg, New 
York and Dubai. Keith Bothongo owns a 50% stake in the Deo 
Volente business. 

Situated in the heart of Bedford Town Centre, Deo Volente 
Solicitors is a community focused law firm that prides itself on 
delivering bespoke services across various areas of law, including 
immigration, family, crime, property litigation, international and 
Islamic law. With an approach based on trust and reputation, in 
addition to a strong belief in giving back to the community, we 
deliver unmatched customer service and client care. 

As a highly experienced and unique law services provider in the 
industry, each member of the team is dedicated to navigating 
the challenges, and improving the lives of our clients, by taking 
the time and tailoring a solution.
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KEITH BOTHONGO FOUNDATION

Founded in 2011, the Keith Bothongo Foundation was founded to formalise 
sponsorships and donations (previously provided by Keith Bothongo in a 
personal capacity) to help students who excel academically, but don’t 
have the financial means to further their education in the challenging 
tertiary education environment. In doing so, the foundation aims to uplift 
disadvantaged youth and equip them to ‘make today matter’, thereby 
making a difference in South Africa. Furthermore, our philosophy  includes 
assisting universities, schools and educational institutions in their specific 
needs, as well as donating to various projects in the community through 
initiatives that will see the potential of young South Africans be reached.
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16 Macbeth Road Fourways, South Africa
Phone: +27 467-7870 | Fax: +27 467-7870

info@bothongogroup.co.za | www.bothongogroup.co.za
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